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Abstract
In this paper we describe completely the involutions of the first kind of the algebra UTn(F ) of n × n
upper triangular matrices. Every such involution can be extended uniquely to an involution on the full
matrix algebra. We describe the equivalence classes of involutions on the upper triangular matrices. There
are two distinct classes for UTn(F ) when n is even and a single class in the odd case.
Furthermore we consider the algebra UT2(F ) of the 2 × 2 upper triangular matrices over an infinite
field F of characteristic different from 2. For every involution ∗, we describe the ∗-polynomial identities
for this algebra. We exhibit bases of the corresponding ideals of identities with involution, and compute the
Hilbert (or Poincaré) series and the codimension sequences of the respective relatively free algebras.
Then we consider the ∗-polynomial identities for the algebra UT3(F ) over a field of characteristic zero.
We describe a finite generating set of the ideal of ∗-identities for this algebra. These generators are quite a
few, and their degrees are relatively large. It seems to us that the problem of describing the ∗-identities for
the algebra UTn(F ) of the n× n upper triangular matrices may be much more complicated than in the case
of ordinary polynomial identities.
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The description of the involutions on a given algebra is an important task in ring theory. It is
resolved completely for the class of the central simple algebras, see for example [9, Chapter 1],
or [14, Chapter 3]. Given an involution, it is natural to ask what the ∗-polynomial identities
satisfied by the algebra are. It is well known that to study the ∗-polynomial identities of the full
matrix algebra Mn(F) over an infinite field F such that char(F ) = 2 it is sufficient to consider
the transpose and the symplectic involutions, the latter only when n is even. We would like to
mention that the concrete form of the ∗-identities of Mn(F) is known only when n = 1 (trivial)
and when n = 2, see [11] for the case of characteristic 0, and [1] for positive characteristic.
In this paper we consider the algebra UTn(F ) of the n × n upper triangular matrices over F .
This algebra plays an important role in the theory of algebras with polynomial identities. Its
identities describe in certain sense the subvarieties of the variety of algebras generated by the
matrix algebra of order two. These identities are well known, see for example [3, Chapter 5.2].
Recently it was discovered that the algebras of upper triangular matrices, and more generally,
the algebras of block-triangular matrices, classify the exponential growth of the codimensions
of varieties of algebras in characteristic 0, see [6,7]. The gradings and the graded identities of
UTn(F ) have been extensively studied, see for example [2,10] and their references. All gradings
on UTn(F ) by a finite abelian group when F is algebraically closed field and char(F ) = 0,
were described in [15]. Various properties of involutions and involution-like maps for the upper
triangular matrices were described in [13].
We classify the involutions on the algebra UTn(F ) when F is an arbitrary field of character-
istic different from 2. We prove that there exist two classes of inequivalent involutions when n
is even and a single class otherwise. Then, we give a complete description of the ∗-polynomial
identities of UT2(F ) with respect to any involution. Moreover, for char(F ) = 0, we describe the
GLm-module structure of the corresponding relatively free algebras in m generators. We compute
as well the Hilbert (or Poincaré) series of the corresponding relatively free algebras with involu-
tion and furthermore we give explicitly the codimension sequences for these algebras. Here we
use some ideas from [4] and from [5].
In the last two sections we describe the ∗-polynomial identities for the algebra UT3(F ) of
the 3 × 3 upper triangular matrices when char(F ) = 0. We exhibit a finite set of generators of
the ideal of these identities. It turns out that this finite set is quite large. It remains an open
problem to describe such generators in the general case. It should be noted that when studying
the ordinary identities of UTn(F ) their description is rather straightforward but this is not the
case when dealing with ∗-identities.
2. Involutions
Let A be an associative algebra over a field F of characteristic different from 2. The map
∗ :A → A is an involution on A if it is an automorphism of the additive group of A such that
(ab)∗ = b∗a∗ and (a∗)∗ = a for every a, b ∈ A. If ∗ is the identity map on the center of A
then it is an involution of the first kind; otherwise it is of the second kind. In this paper we
consider involutions of the first kind only. An element a ∈ A is said to be symmetric or skew-
symmetric if a∗ = a or a∗ = −a, respectively. Let X = {x1, x2, . . .}, X∗ = {x∗1 , x∗2 , . . .} be two
disjoint countable sets of indeterminates and denote by F 〈X,∗〉 = F 〈X ∪ X∗〉 the free associa-
tive algebra freely generated by X ∪ X∗ endowed with the involution xi 	→ x∗. A polynomiali
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∗
1 , . . . , xn, x
∗
n) ∈ F 〈X,∗〉 is said to be a ∗-polynomial identity of an algebra with involu-
tion (A,∗) if f (a1, a∗1 , . . . , an, a∗n) = 0 for all a1, . . . , an ∈ A.
Let (A,∗), (B,◦) be two algebras with involutions ∗ and ◦, respectively. We say that they are
isomorphic as algebras with involution if there exists an algebra isomorphism ϕ :A → B such
that ϕ(a∗) = ϕ(a)◦. Clearly, if A and B are isomorphic they satisfy the same set of ∗-polynomial
identities in the free algebra with involution. We say that the involutions ∗, ◦ on A are equivalent
if (A,∗), (A,◦) are isomorphic as algebras with involution.
Proposition 2.1. Let ∗ and ◦ be two involutions on the algebra A. Assume that all automorphisms
of A are inner. Then:
(i) There exists an invertible element u ∈ A such that a◦ = ua∗u−1 for all a ∈ A.
(ii) The involutions ∗ and ◦ are equivalent if and only if there exists an invertible v ∈ A such
that a◦ = vv∗a∗(vv∗)−1 for all a ∈ A.
Proof. Both assertions of the proposition are quite standard, one may find them in slightly differ-
ent form in [14, Chapter 3]. We give the proof for the sake of completeness. In order to prove (i)
we note that the composition of two involutions is an automorphism and that the latter is, by
assumption, inner. Hence we have (a∗)◦ = ϕ(a) = waw−1 for every a ∈ A. Here ϕ is the auto-
morphism of A that acts via conjugation by the invertible element w ∈ A. Therefore
a∗ = ((a∗)◦)◦ = (waw−1)◦ = (w−1)◦a◦w◦ = (w◦)−1a◦w◦,
and a◦ = ua∗u−1 for u = w◦.
Now we prove the assertion of (ii). Denote γw the inner automorphism induced by the in-
vertible element w ∈ A. Suppose that a◦ = ua∗u−1 where u = vv∗ for some invertible v ∈ A.
Then
γv−1(a
◦) = v−1a◦v = v−1(ua∗u−1)v = v∗a∗(v∗)−1 = (v−1av)∗ = (γv−1(a))∗
and γv−1 : (A,◦) → (A,∗) is an isomorphism of algebras with involution.
Assume on the other hand that the involutions ∗ and ◦ are equivalent. Hence γv−1(a◦) =
γv−1(a)
∗ for some invertible element v ∈ A. Since a◦ = ua∗u−1, we have that v−1ua∗u−1v =
v∗a∗(v∗)−1, and
a◦ = ua∗u−1 = v(v∗a∗(v∗)−1)v−1 = (vv∗)a∗(vv∗)−1.
Thus the proof of the proposition is complete. 
Assume that the center Z(A) of A is the base field F . Let ∗ be an involution on A and define
the map ◦ : A → A as a 	→ ua∗u−1. Note that ◦ is also an involution on A if and only if u∗ = ±u.
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every matrix A ∈ UTn we define A∗ = JAtJ where A 	→ At denotes the usual matrix transpose
and J is the following permutation matrix:
J =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
0 . . . 0 1
0 . . . 1 0
...
...
...
1 . . . 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎠ .
Note that for the matrix units we have e∗ij = en+1−jn+1−i and the involution ∗ can be extended
to the full matrix algebra Mn in the natural way. Actually we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Every involution on UTn can be uniquely extended to an involution on Mn.
Proof. Let ◦ be an involution on UTn. Since all automorphisms of UTn are inner [8], we may
apply Proposition 2.1. Hence there exists an invertible matrix B ∈ UTn such that A◦ = BA∗B−1
for all A ∈ UTn. Note that Z(UTn) = F and therefore B∗ = ±B . Then the map ◦ can be extended
to an involution on Mn in the natural way.
Suppose now that ϕ and φ are extensions to Mn of the involution ◦ on UTn. Since all auto-
morphisms of Mn are inner, there exist invertible matrices B , C ∈ GLn such that Aϕ = BA∗B−1
and Aφ = CA∗C−1, for all A ∈ Mn. By definition BA∗B−1 = CA∗C−1 for every A ∈ UTn and
hence the matrix C−1B belongs to the centralizer of UTn in the algebra Mn which is the field F .
Thus B = λC for some 0 = λ ∈ F , and ϕ = φ. 
Definition 2.3. Let n = 2m be an even integer and consider the matrix
D =
(
Im 0
0 −Im
)
∈ Mn.
We define an involution s on UTn by putting As = DA∗D−1 for all A ∈ UTn, and we call s the
symplectic involution on UTn.
Lemma 2.4. Let B = (bij ) be a matrix of UTn. Assume that n = 2m is an even integer, and that
B = B∗ (respectively B = Bs ), then B factorizes as B = CC∗ (respectively B = CCs ), for some
C ∈ UTn. When n = 2m + 1 is odd, if B = B∗ and bm+1,m+1 = 1 then B = CC∗.
Proof. Let n = 2m and denote:
B =
(
X Z
0 Y
)
where X, Y ∈ UTm and Z ∈ Mm. By definition we have that
B∗ =
(
Y ∗ Z∗
0 X∗
)
, Bs =
(
Y ∗ −Z∗
0 X∗
)
.
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C =
(
Im Z/2
0 Y
)
.
If B = B∗ then X∗ = Y , Z∗ = Z and hence B = CC∗. In the same way, if B = Bs then X∗ = Y ,
Z∗ = −Z and B = CCs .
Assume now n = 2m + 1 and let
B =
(
X a T
0 1 b
0 0 Y
)
where X, Y ∈ UTm,T ∈ Mm and a, b are column and row matrices with m entries. More pre-
cisely
a =
⎛⎝ a1...
am
⎞⎠ , b = ( bm . . . b1 )
where ai , bi ∈ F . Assuming B = B∗ we have X∗ = Y , T ∗ = T and ai = bi . Then we have
B = CC∗ by putting:
C =
(
Im 0 T/2
0 1 b
0 0 Y
)
.
Thus the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Note that when n = 2m + 1 and bm+1,m+1 = 1, in order to keep the factorization B = CC∗ it
is sufficient to assume that a square root of bm+1,m+1 is contained in the field F .
Proposition 2.5. Every involution on UTn is equivalent either to ∗ or to s.
Proof. Let B ∈ UTn be an invertible matrix such that B∗ = ±B and consider the involution
A◦ = BA∗B−1, for all A ∈ UTn. Assume first that B∗ = B . Then in order to prove that ∗ and ◦
are equivalent it is sufficient to show that B = CC∗ for some invertible matrix C ∈ UTn. If
n = 2m then this follows immediately from Lemma 2.4. When n = 2m + 1, since B is a non-
singular triangular matrix we can assume bm+1m+1 = 1 without loss of generality in the definition
of ◦. Hence the claim follows once again from Lemma 2.4.
For the case B∗ = −B note that n has to be an even integer, n = 2m. Otherwise the entry
bm+1m+1 should be zero but B is non-singular, and hence all diagonal entries of B are nonzero.
Then
A◦ = BA∗B−1 = BD−1DA∗D−1DB−1 = UAsU−1
where Us = (BD−1)s = D(BD−1)∗D−1 = U . Hence U = CCs by Lemma 2.4 and this implies
that ◦ is equivalent to the symplectic involution s. 
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lutions some ◦ belongs to.
Proposition 2.6. The involution ◦ is equivalent to s if and only if e◦1n = −e1n.
Proof. Let a, b be the entries of B in position (1,1) and (n,n) respectively. We have that
e◦1n = ae11e1nb−1enn = ab−1e1n.
Then ab−1 = −1 if and only if the matrix B∗ = −B . Using the same argument as in the previous
proposition we get the result. 
3. ∗-polynomial identities of UT2
Let (A,∗) be an algebra with involution (of first kind). Denote by T (A,∗) the ideal of all ∗-
polynomial identities satisfied by A. Note that it is a T (∗)-ideal that is an ideal invariant under all
endomorphisms of F 〈X,∗〉 commuting with the involution. Then F 〈X,∗〉/T (A,∗) is the rela-
tively free algebra in the variety of algebras with involution satisfying all ∗-polynomial identities
of A. It is useful to consider F 〈X,∗〉 as generated by symmetric and skew-symmetric variables.
More precisely we have F 〈X,∗〉 = F 〈Y,Z〉, where yi = xi + x∗i and zi = xi − x∗i for all i.
Let f = f (y1, . . . , yr , z1, . . . , zs) ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉 be a polynomial. By the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt
theorem it can be written as a linear combination of polynomials of the type
y
α1
1 · · ·yαrr zβ11 · · · zβrs uγ11 · · ·uγkk
where ui are higher commutators (of degree 2) in the variables yi and zi , and αi , βi , γi are non-
negative integers. We shall assume that the commutators are left normed, that is [a, b] = ab− ba
and [a, b, c] = [[a, b], c].
The polynomial f is said to be Y -proper if α1 = · · · = αr = 0 in every summand of the linear
combination. In other words, one has ∂f/∂yi = 0 for all yi . Here the partial derivative is defined
via ∂yj /∂yi = δij . Denote B the subalgebra of F 〈Y,Z〉 generated by all Y -proper polynomials.
Since F is infinite, from [4, Lemma 2.1] it follows that every T (∗)-ideal is generated by its
Y -proper polynomials.
Denote now by (UT2,∗) and by (UT2, s) the algebra of 2 by 2 upper triangular matrices
endowed with the involutions ∗ and s respectively, introduced in the previous section. More
precisely, we have: (
a c
0 b
)∗
=
(
b c
0 a
)
,
(
a c
0 b
)s
=
(
b −c
0 a
)
.
Note that the symmetric and skew-symmetric subspaces of (UT2,∗) are spanned respectively by
{e11 + e22, e12} and by {e11 − e22}. Therefore, it is clear that the algebra (UT2,∗) satisfies the
following set of ∗-identities:
[y1, y2], [z1, z2], [y1, z1][y2, z2], z1y1z2 − z2y1z1. (1)
It is obvious that (UT2,∗) satisfies the identity [y1, z1z2] as well. This identity follows from
the first two identities above; we shall use it in the sequel.
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basis for B/B ∩ T (UT2,∗) is given by the following polynomials:
zi1 · · · ziq (i1  · · · iq), zi1 · · · ziq−1 [ziq , yj ] (i1  · · · iq). (2)
Proof. Let I be the T (∗)-ideal generated by the set (1). Since every commutator [yi, zj ] is a
symmetric element in the free algebra then so are the commutators [y1, z1, . . . , zk]. Therefore
the ideal I contains the polynomial [y1, z1, . . . , zk, y2] for every k  0. Hence, modulo I , one
has that every Y -proper polynomial is a linear combination of elements of the type{
zi1 · · · ziq (i1  · · · iq),
zi1 · · · ziq−1 [ziq , yj , zk1 , . . . , zkr ] (i1  · · · iq−1).
Note that [z1, y1, z2] + z1[z2, y1] + z2[z1, y1] = [z1z2, y1] ∈ I and hence B/B ∩ I is spanned by
the following polynomials:{
zi1 · · · ziq (i1  · · · iq),
zi1 · · · ziq−1[ziq , yj ] (i1  · · · iq−1).
On the other hand one easily verifies that
z2[z1, y] − z1[z2, y] = [z2, z1]y1 + (z1yz2 − z2yz1) ∈ I.
In this way we conclude that the set (2) spans B/B ∩ I .
Note that these generators are all multihomogeneous and of different multidegrees. Since the
ideal T = T (UT2,∗) is multigraded, in order to prove their linear independence modulo T it is
sufficient to show that none of them is an identity for UT2. But this is straightforward since the
skew-symmetric elements may be chosen to be invertible matrices in UTn. Then B ∩ I = B ∩ T
and hence I = T . 
Now we consider the case of (UT2, s). First we note that the subspace of the symmetric
under s elements coincides with the center. Moreover, the subspace of the skew-symmetric ele-
ments is spanned by e11 − e22 and by e12. Then the algebra (UT2, s) satisfies the following set
of ∗-identities:
[y1, y2], [z1, y1], [z1, z2][z3, z4], z1z2z3 − z3z2z1. (3)
Theorem 3.2. The ideal T (UT2, s) is generated by the set (3). Moreover, a linear basis for
B/B ∩ T (UT2, s) consists of the following polynomials:
zi1 · · · ziq (i1  · · · iq), [zj , zi1 ]zi2 · · · ziq (j > i1  · · · iq). (4)
Proof. Let I be the T (∗)-ideal generated by the set (3). Since [y1, y2], [y1, z1] ∈ I we have that
B/B ∩ I is spanned by all monomials in the variables zi . Note that
z1[z2, z3] + [z2, z3]z1 = (z1z2z3 − z3z2z1) + (z2z3z1 − z1z3z2) ∈ I.
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polynomials of the types{
zi1 · · · ziq (i1  · · · iq),[zj , zi]zi1 · · · ziq−1 (j > i, i1  · · · iq−1).
Observe that I contains the polynomial
[z3, z2]z1 − [z3, z1]z2 + [z2, z1]z3 = z3z2z1 − z2z3z1 − z3z1z2 + z1z3z2 + z2z1z3 − z1z2z3
due to the last identity of (3). Therefore the set (4) spans B/B ∩ I .
Fix the multidegree (m1, . . . ,mk) and consider the generators of this multidegree, say:
f = zm11 · · · zmkk , gj = [zj , z1]zm1−11 zm12 · · · z
mj−1
j · · · zmkk .
Assume that αf +∑j βjgj ∈ T (UT2, s) for some α, βj ∈ F . If we evaluate zi to e11 − e22 we
get immediately α = 0. Moreover, for zj = e11 − e22 + e12 and zi = e11 − e22 when i = j , we
obtain βj = 0. In fact, after the evaluation, one has that gj = (−1)m1+···+mk 2e12 and gi = 0 for
i = j . As in the previous theorem, we can conclude I = T (UT2, s). 
4. Module structure of the identities
Let (A,∗) be an algebra with involution. Let us denote as F 〈Y,Z〉m the free algebra F 〈y1, . . . ,
ym, z1, . . . , zm〉 in finitely many variables and let Bm = B ∩ F 〈Y,Z〉m. Let U , V be the vector
spaces spanned by the sets {y1, . . . , ym} and {z1, . . . , zm} respectively. Then the group GLm ×
GLm = GL(U)×GL(V ) acts on the direct sum U ⊕V and this action can be extended diagonally
to the algebra F 〈Y,Z〉m and to its subspace Bm. Note that the ideal F 〈Y,Z〉m ∩ T (A,∗) is also
a GLm × GLm-module and so are the quotients Fm(A,∗) = F 〈Y,Z〉m/F 〈Y,Z〉m ∩ T (A,∗) and
Bm(A,∗) = Bm/Bm ∩T (A,∗). Moreover, all these structures are multigraded and we can define
the Hilbert (or Poincaré) series for the spaces Fm(A,∗), Bm(A,∗). For instance, we define:
H
(
Fm(A,∗)
)=∑
k,l
dimF Fm(A,∗)(k,l)uk11 · · ·ukmm vl11 · · ·vlmm
where Fm(A,∗)(k,l) is the multihomogeneous component of multidegree (k, l) = (k1, . . . , km,
l1, . . . , lm).
From now on, unless otherwise stated, we assume that the field F is of characteristic zero.
Then, by the representation theory of the general linear groups it is well known that
H
(
Fm(A,∗)
)=∑
λ,μ
aλ,μSλ(u1, . . . , um)Sμ(v1, . . . , vm),
H
(
Bm(A,∗)
)=∑
λ,μ
bλ,μSλ(u1, . . . , um)Sμ(v1, . . . , vm), (5)
where Sλ, Sμ are the Schur functions. Their product is the Hilbert series of the irreducible GLm×
GLm-module associated to the partitions λ and μ.
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(1, . . . ,1). In other words, Pm is the span of the monomials of degree m such that for any
i = 1, . . . ,m, either the variable yi or zi but not both, occurs exactly once. We define also
Γm = Pm ∩ Bm,Pm(A,∗) = Pm/Pm ∩ T (A,∗) and Γm(A,∗) = Γm/Γm ∩ T (A,∗). The dimen-
sion of Pm(A,∗) over the field F is the mth codimension of the algebra (A,∗) and is denoted
by cm(A,∗). In a similar way, we define γm(A,∗) = dimF Γm(A,∗) and call it mth Y -proper
codimension.
The relationship between the Y -proper and all ∗-polynomial identities is described in the
following result:
Theorem 4.1. [4, Theorem 2.3] Let (A,∗) be an algebra with involution.
(i) Consider the polynomial ring F [y1, . . . , ym] endowed with the canonical GL(U)-action and
the trivial GL(V )-action. Then there is a GLm × GLm-module isomorphism
Fm(A,∗) ≈ F [y1, . . . , ym] ⊗ Bm(A,∗).
(ii) The multiplicities aλ,μ, bλ,μ in the Hilbert series (5) satisfy aλ,μ =∑ν bν,μ where for a
fixed λ = (λ1, . . . , λm) the summation runs over all partitions ν = (ν1, . . . , νm) such that
λ1  ν1  · · · λm  νm.
(iii) The ordinary and the Y -proper codimensions satisfy the relation
cm(A,∗) =
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
γi(A,∗).
Remark 4.2. We recall that the statements of (i) and of (iii) in the above Theorem 4.1, hold for
every infinite field, see for example [3, pp. 46, 47] for the case of ordinary polynomial identities.
Concerning the module structure of Bm(UT2,∗), Bm(UT2, s) we obtain the following results.
Theorem 4.3.
H
(
Bm(UT2,∗)
)=∑
q
S(q)(v1, . . . , vm) +
∑
q
S(1)(u1, . . . , um)S(q)(v1, . . . , vm),
H
(
Bm(UT2, s)
)=∑
q
S(q)(v1, . . . , vm) +
∑
q
S(q−1,1)(v1, . . . , vm).
Proof. Note that the polynomials zq1 and z
q−1
1 [z1, y1] of the set (2) are generators of two irre-
ducible GLm × GLm-submodules of Bm(UT2,∗). They are associated to the pairs of partitions
(∅, (q)) and ((1), (q)) respectively. Moreover, we have a natural one-to-one correspondence be-
tween pairs of semistandard tableaux in m letters of shapes (1), (q), and the basis elements
zi1 · · · ziq−1 [ziq , yj ] of (2), namely:(
j , i1 . . . iq
)
	→ zi1 · · · ziq−1 [ziq , yj ].
A similar result holds for (∅, (q)) and the basis elements zi1 · · · ziq .
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are the highest weight vectors for irreducible modules corresponding to the pairs of partitions
respectively (∅, (q)) and (∅, (q,1)). Moreover, we have the following bijection:
i1 . . . iq
j
	→ [zj , zi1]zi2 · · · ziq .
In a similar manner a bijection is defined between semistandard tableaux in m letters of shape (q)
and the basis elements zi1 · · · ziq of the set (4). The result now follows by Theorems 3.1
and 3.2. 
Corollary 4.4. The Hilbert series of the algebra UT2 with its involutions are the following func-
tions:
H
(
Fm(UT2,∗)
)= m∏
i=1
(1 − ui)−1
(
1 +
m∑
i=1
ui
)
m∏
i=1
(1 − vi)−1,
H
(
Fm(UT2, s)
)= m∏
i=1
(1 − ui)−1
(
1 +
m∑
i=1
vi
m∏
i=1
(1 − vi)−1
)
.
Proof. We use the results of Theorems 4.3 and 4.1. When ∗ is the transpose-like involution, one
has that:
H
(
Bm(UT2,∗)
)=∑
q
S(q)(v1, . . . , vm) +
∑
q
S(1)(u1, . . . , um)S(q)(v1, . . . , vm)
= (1 + S(1)(u1, . . . , um))∑
q
S(q)(v1, . . . , vm)
= (1 + u1 + · · · + um)
m∏
i=1
(1 − vi)−1.
Here we have used the fact that
∑
q S(q)(v1, . . . , vm) =
∑
q
∑
l1+···+lm=q v
l1
1 · · ·vlmm and then
the formula for the summation of a geometric progression, see for example [12, Chap-
ter 1.3, (3.9)], or [4] for similar computations. Then by Theorem 4.1, and by the equalities
H(A ⊗ B) = H(A)H(B) and H(F [u1, . . . , um]) =∏mi=1(1 − ui)−1 one obtains the formula for
H(Fm(UT2,∗)).
Now we consider the symplectic-like involution s on UT2. We have only to compute∑
q2 S(q−1,1)(v1, . . . , vm). But this sum equals∑
q2
S(q−1)(v1, . . . , vm)S(1)(v1, . . . , vm) −
∑
q2
S(q)(v1, . . . , vm),
see [12, Chapter 1.5, (5.16)]. Therefore according to Theorem 4.3 we have
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(
Bm(UT2, s)
)=∑
q0
S(q)(v1, . . . , vm) +
∑
q2
S(q−1,1)(v1, . . . , vm)
= 1 +
∑
q1
S(q−1)(v1, . . . , vm)S(1)(v1, . . . , vm)
= 1 + (v1 + · · · + vm)
m∏
i=1
(1 − vi)−1.
Hence H(Fm(UT2, s)) =∏mi=1(1 − ui)−1(1 + (v1 + · · · + vm)∏mi=1(1 − vi)−1). 
Corollary 4.5. The codimension sequences for 2 by 2 upper-triangular matrices with involution
are:
cm(UT2,∗) = 2m + m
(
2m−1 − 1), cm(UT2, s) = m2m−1 + 1.
Proof. By statement (iii) of Theorem 4.1 it is sufficient to compute the proper codimension
sequences. If k + l = m, denote by γk,l(UT2,∗) the dimension of the homogeneous component
of Bm(UT2,∗) of multidegree (k, l) where
k = (1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
,0, . . . ,0), l = (0, . . . ,0,1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l
).
In the same way we define γk,l(UT2, s). From the linear basis given in Theorem 3.1 it follows
that γm(UT2,∗) = γ0,m(UT2,∗)+m ·γ1,m−1(UT2,∗) = 1+m when m = 1 and γ1(UT2,∗) = 1.
Now, by Theorem 3.1 we have that γm(UT2, s) = γ0,m(UT2, s) = 1 + (m − 1) = m when m = 0
and γ0(UT2, s) = 1. The result now follows by the summations∑mi=0 (mi )= 2m and∑mi=0 (mi )i =
m2m−1. 
Remark 4.6. We observe that the above corollary holds in every characteristic p = 2 as long as
the field is infinite. The same is true for Corollary 4.4.
5. Matrices of order three
From now we fix (A,∗) to be the algebra of 3 by 3 upper triangular matrices UT3(F ) endowed
with the canonical involution on it. According to Proposition 2.5, this involution is defined via
e∗ij = e4−j,4−i , 1  i  j  3. We describe now some ∗-identities that are satisfied by A. If in
some polynomial the variable can be indifferently yi or zi we will denote it as xi . Moreover
we put |xi | = 0 if xi = zi and |xi | = 1 when xi = yi . Here we observe that [yi, yj ] and [zi, zj ]
are skew-symmetric elements while [yi, zj ] is symmetric. We shall use the notation |xixj | for
|[xi, xj ]|. In other words |xixj | equals 0 when the commutator [xi, xj ] is skew-symmetric, and
it equals 1 if the commutator is symmetric.
We order the variables in the following way: z1 < z2 < · · · < y1 < y2 < · · · .
Proposition 5.1. The following polynomials belong to the ideal T (A,∗):
(i) s3(z1, z2, z3) = z1[z2, z3] − z2[z1, z3] + z3[z1, z2],
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(iii) (−1)|x1x2|[x1, x2][x3, x4] − (−1)|x1x3|[x1, x3][x2, x4] + (−1)|x1x4|[x1, x4][x2, x3],
(iv) z1[x3, x4]z2 + (−1)|x3x4|z2[x3, x4]z1,
(v) [x1, x2]z5[x3, x4],
(vi) z1[x4, x5]z2x3 + (−1)|x3|x3z1[x4, x5]z2.
Proof. The proof that all the above polynomials are indeed ∗-polynomial identities for A consists
of a straightforward (and sometimes tedious) verification, and we omit it. 
Denote by I the T (∗)-ideal generated by the above identities. We deduce some (quite a lot of)
consequences of the ∗-identities above. In order to refer to them with ease we divide these “new”
identities in several lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. The polynomial [x1, x2][x3, x4][x5, x6] is an element of I .
Proof. By the identity (v) we may consider only the case when x3 = z3, x4 = y4. Then modulo I
we have
0 = [[x1, x2]z3[x5, x6], y4]
= [x1, x2]z3[x5, x6, y4] + [x1, x2][z3, y4][x5, x6] + [x1, x2, y4]z3[x5, x6]
= [x1, x2][z3, y4][x5, x6]
and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 5.3. The following polynomial belongs to the ideal I :
[x1, x2][x3, x4]x5 + (−1)|x5|x5[x1, x2][x3, x4].
Proof. We work modulo I . First we assume that x5 = z. By the identities (ii), (v) one has
0 = (−1)|x1x2|[x1, x2, z][x3, x4] − (−1)|x3x4|[x3, x4][x1, x2, z]
= −(−1)|x1x2|z[x1, x2][x3, x4] − (−1)|x3x4|[x3, x4][x1, x2]z
= −(−1)|x1x2|z[x1, x2][x3, x4] − (−1)|x1x2|[x1, x2][x3, x4]z.
Now let x5 = y. We use the identity (ii) and obtain
0 = −(−1)|x1x2|[x1, x2, y][x3, x4] − (−1)|x3x4|[x3, x4][x1, x2, y]. (6)
Similarly we also have 0 = (−1)|x1x2|[x1, x2][x3, x4, y]+ (−1)|x3x4|[x3, x4, y][x1, x2]. Summing
up these equalities we get
0 = yg − 2(−1)|x1x2|[x1, x2]y[x3, x4] + 2(−1)|x3x4|[x3, x4]y[x1, x2] + gy
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of the ideal I . Then we have
0 = −(−1)|x1x2|[x1, x2]y[x3, x4] + (−1)|x3x4|[x3, x4]y[x1, x2].
As a consequence of the above equality, from Eq. (6) it follows that
0 = (−1)|x1x2|y[x1, x2][x3, x4] − (−1)|x3x4|[x3, x4][x1, x2]y
= (−1)|x1x2|y[x1, x2][x3, x4] − (−1)|x1x2|[x1, x2][x3, x4]y.
Thus the lemma is proved. 
Remark 5.4. Note that by the Jacobi identity and by the identities (ii) and Lemmas 5.2, 5.3,
respectively, we have modulo I :
(1) [za, zb, zσ(1), . . . , zσ(n)] = [za, zb, z1, . . . , zn],
(2) zρ(1) · · · zρ(m)[xa, xb, xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n)][xc, xd ] = z1 · · · zm[xa, xb, x1, . . . , xn][xc, xd ],
(3) [xa, xb, xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n), yi] = [xa, xb, x1, . . . , xn, yi].
In order to prove these identities one needs the following simple fact. The commutator
u = [x1, x2, . . . , [xa, xb], . . .] can be represented as a linear combination of products of two com-
mutators. Namely write u = [v,w, . . .] where v = [x1, x2, . . .], w = [xa, xb], and then use the
Jacobi identity in the form [u,v, x] = −[[v, x], u] + [[u,x], v]. If necessary, iterate this proce-
dure.
Lemma 5.5. The ideal I contains the polynomial
[x1, x2, x5][x3, x4] − (−1)|x5|[x1, x2][x3, x4, x5].
Proof. We have the following equalities:
[x1, x2, x5][x3, x4] = [x1, x2]x5[x3, x4] − x5[x1, x2][x3, x4],
[x1, x2][x3, x4, x5] = [x1, x2][x3, x4]x5 − [x1, x2]x5[x3, x4].
Now if x5 is skew-symmetric we apply the identity (v) and Lemma 5.3; if x5 is symmetric then
we use only Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.6. The following polynomial belongs to I :
(−1)|x4x3|[x4, x3, xi1, . . . , xin][x2, x1] − (−1)|x4x2|[x4, x2, xi1, . . . , xin][x3, x1]
+ (−1)|x3x2|[x3, x2, xi1, . . . , xin][x4, x1].
Proof. By induction on n, it suffices to show that the polynomial g of degree 5:
(−1)|x4x3|[x4, x3]x5[x2, x1] − (−1)|x4x2|[x4, x2]x5[x3, x1] + (−1)|x3x2|[x3, x2]x5[x4, x1]
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When x5 = y we write
f = (−1)|x4x3|[x4, x3][x2, x1] − (−1)|x4x2|[x4, x2][x3, x1] + (−1)|x3x2|[x3, x2][x4, x1].
Then one easily verifies that
fy = (−1)|x4x3|[x4, x3][x2, x1, y]
− (−1)|x4x2|[x4, x2][x3, x1, y] + (−1)|x3x2|[x3, x2][x4, x1, y] − g.
On the other hand, we have that, modulo I , by using the identity of Lemma 5.5,
yf = −(−1)|x4x3|[x4, x3, y][x2, x1] + (−1)|x4x2|[x4, x2, y][x3, x1]
− (−1)|x3x2|[x3, x2, y][x4, x1] + g
= (−1)|x4x3|[x4, x3][x2, x1, y] − (−1)|x4x2|[x4, x2][x3, x1, y]
+ (−1)|x3x2|[x3, x2][x4, x1, y] + g.
Since [y,f ] ∈ I , subtracting the above two equalities, we get 2g ∈ I . Hence g ∈ I . 
Let Γm,n(I ) be the subspace of the Y -proper multilinear polynomials in the variables y1, . . . ,
ym, z1, . . . , zn of the relatively free algebra F 〈Y,Z,∗〉/I .
The polynomial [x1, x2][x3, x4][x5, x6] belongs to I . Therefore a spanning set of the
space Γm,n(I ) is given by the proper polynomials
zi1 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs ][xk1 , . . . , xkt ]
where r , s, t  0, s = 1, t = 1, and zi1 < · · · < zir , xj1 > xj2 < · · · < xjs and xk1 > xk2 <
· · · < xkt , see [3, Section 5.2]. We denote this set as S1 and we call its elements S1-standard
polynomials. Since such polynomials are in one-to-one correspondence with the monomials
zi1 · · · zir xj1, . . . , xjs xk1, . . . , xkt
we can order S1 by means of the lexicographical ordering of the monomials induced by z1 <
z2 < · · · < y1 < y2 < · · · .
Definition 5.7. An S1-standard polynomial is said to be S2-standard if s > 0 implies that t = 0
or 2, and when t = 2 we have that xj1 > xk1 , xj2 > xk2 . The subset of the S2-standard polynomials
will be denoted by S2 ⊂ S1.
Proposition 5.8. The S2-standard polynomials span the vector space Γm,n(I ).
Proof. It suffices to show that the S1-standard polynomials that are equal to the product of two
commutators, can be represented as linear combinations of polynomials from S2. The identity
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identity (ii) we may assume that we can write these polynomials modulo I , up to a sign, as
[xc, xb, . . .][xd, xa]
where xb > xa . Therefore xa is the least variable that appears in our polynomial. Now suppose
that there is a violation of the S2-standardness of the form xc < xd , hence xa < xb < xc < xd . By
Lemma 5.6 we have
[xc, xb, . . .][xd, xa] = (−1)|xcxd |[xd, xb, . . .][xc, xa] − (−1)|xbxd |[xd, xc, . . .][xb, xa].
Using the Jacobi identity and (2) of Remark 5.4 one can rewrite the second polynomial of the
right-hand side as a linear combination of S1-standard polynomials that are higher in the fixed
ordering and hence we have the result. In fact, for [xd, xc, . . .] = [xd, xc, xe, . . .], if xc > xe then
by the Jacobi identity we obtain
[xd, xc, xe, . . .] = −[xc, xe, xd, . . .] + [xd, xe, xc, . . .].
Then, starting from the third entry in the above commutators, we can apply the identity (2) of
Remark 5.4 in order to obtain S1-standard polynomials. 
Note that S2-standard polynomials that contain only variables y can be either of type
[yj1, . . . , yjm ] or [yj1, . . . , yjm−2 ][yk1 , yk2], where the indices satisfy the respective conditions.
In this case, that is for Γm,0(I ), we call these polynomials S3-standard.
We define now S3-standardness for the polynomials of Γ0,n(I ).
Definition 5.9. A polynomial f ∈ Γ0,n(I ) belongs to the subset S3 ⊂ S2 if either f = z1 · · · zn or
f = [zj1 , zj2 , . . . , zjn ], or else f = zi1[zj1 , . . . , zjn−1 ] where i1 < j1. Recall that in the last two
cases we require that j1 > j2 < j3 < · · ·.
Lemma 5.10. The following polynomials are elements of I :
(1) [z1, z2][x3, x4] − z1[x3, x4]z2 when |x3| = |x4|,
(2) [z1, z2][z3, y4] + z1[z2, y4]z3 − z2[z1, y4]z3.
Proof. Denote by f the polynomial (1). Let
g1 = [z1, z2][x3, x4] − (−1)|x3x4|[x3, x4][z1, z2],
g2 = z1[x3, x4]z2 + (−1)|x3x4|z2[x3, x4]z1,
then g1, g2 ∈ I . By substituting in the identity (1) of Proposition 5.1, we have
g3 = z1
[
z2, [x3, x4]
]− z2[z1, [x3, x4]]+ [x3, x4][z1, z2] ∈ I
when |x3| = |x4|. Now we have that 2f = g1 − g2 + g3. (Observe that |x3x4| = 0 since |x3| =
|x4|.)
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g1 = s3(z1, z2, z3) = z1[z2, z3] − z2[z1, z3] + z3[z1, z2],
g2 = z1[z3, y4]z2 − z2[z3, y4]z1,
g3 = z1[z2, y4]z3 − z3[z2, y4]z1,
g4 = z2[z1, y4]z3 − z3[z1, y4]z2,
g5 = s3(z1y4, z2, z3),
g6 = s3(z1, z2y4, z3),
g7 = s3(z1, z2, z3y4).
Direct computations show that 2f = g1y4 + g2 + g3 − g4 − g5 − g6 + g7. Hence it is sufficient
to prove that g5, g6, g7 ∈ I . But the polynomial s3(z1y4 + y4z1, z2, z3) belongs to I since z1y4 +
y4z1 is skew-symmetric. Moreover we have
s3(z1y4 − y4z1, z2, z3) =
([z1, y4][z2, z3] + [z2, z3][z1, y4])− (z2[z1, y4]z3 + z3[z1, y4]z2)
and the right-hand side is a linear combination of generators of I . Hence 2g5 ∈ I , and we are
done. The remaining two polynomials, g6 and g7, are dealt with in the same manner. 
Lemma 5.11. The polynomials
fn = z1[z3, z2, x4, . . . , xn] − z2[z3, z1, x4, . . . , xn] + z3[z2, z1, x4, . . . , xn], n 3,
belong to the ideal I .
Proof. We induct on the integer n 3. The polynomial f3 is one of the generators of I , hence
f3 ∈ I . Suppose that fn ∈ I , then modulo I we have
0 = [fn, xn+1] = fn+1 + [z1, xn+1][z3, z2, x4, . . . , xn]
− [z2, xn+1][z3, z1, x4, . . . , xn] + [z3, xn+1][z2, z1, x4, . . . , xn].
Now Lemma 5.6 and identity (ii) imply that [fn, xn+1] − fn+1 ∈ I and therefore fn+1 ∈ I . 
Proposition 5.12. The S3-standard polynomials span the vector space Γ0,n(I ).
Proof. Using the identity (ii) we can rewrite every S2-standard polynomial as a linear combina-
tion of z1 · · · zn and polynomials of the type
zi1 · · · zir [zj1 , . . . , zjs ]
where the indices are not necessarily ordered. Using identity (1) of Lemma 5.10 we have
zi1 · · · zir [zj1 , . . . , zjs ] = (−1)r−1zir [zj1 , . . . , zjs , zir−1 , . . . , zi1 ].
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zir [zj1 , . . . , zjs , zir−1 , . . . , zi1 ] = zir [zj1 , zj2, zk1 , . . . , zkt ]
where k1 < · · · < kt . Now the Jacobi identity and the above mentioned identity imply that every
such polynomial can be written as a linear combination of polynomials of the following type
zi[zl1 , zl2, . . . , zlp ]
where the indices are ordered as follows l1 > l2 < · · · < lp .
Finally assume that i > l1. In this case we apply the identity from Lemma 5.11 and we can
rewrite, modulo I , this polynomial as a linear combination of polynomials of the type
zl1 [zi, zl2 , . . . , zlp ] − zl2 [zi, zl1 , . . . , zlp ].
We observe that the first polynomial is already S3-standard. On the other hand, the second poly-
nomial can be rewritten as a linear combination of two S3-standard polynomials by using first
identity (1) of Remark 5.4, and afterwards, the Jacobi identity (if necessary). 
Now we turn to the case of Γm,n(I ) where m > 1, n > 0.
Lemma 5.13. The following polynomial belongs to the ideal I :
z1z2[y1, y2, . . . , ym] − z2[y2, z1, y1, y3, . . . , ym] + z2[y1, z1, y2, y3, . . . , ym], m 2.
Proof. We work modulo I . Denote by fm the above polynomial, then
fm = z1z2[y1, y2, . . . , ym] + z2[y1, y2, z1, y3, . . . , ym].
We proceed by induction on m 2. If m = 2 then according to identity (1) of Lemma 5.10 we
have f2 ∈ I . Now suppose that m 2 and that fm ∈ I . Then it is immediate that [fm,ym+1] = 0.
On the other hand, by using the identities (v) and Lemma 5.3, we compute
[fm,ym+1] = fm+1 + [z1z2, ym+1][y1, . . . , ym] + [z2, ym+1][y1, y2, z1, y3, . . . , ym]
= fm+1 + z1[z2, ym+1][y1, . . . , ym] + [z2, ym+1][y1, . . . , ym, z1]
= fm+1 + z1[z2, ym+1][y1, . . . , ym] + [z2, ym+1][y1, . . . , ym]z1 = fm+1.
Hence fm+1 ∈ I . 
Lemma 5.14. The polynomial
z1z2[y1, z3, y2, . . . , ym] + z2[y1, z3, z1, y2, . . . , ym]
belongs to the ideal I .
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identity (ii) we have that modulo I
0 = z1z2[y1, z3, y2, . . . , ym] − z2[y2, z1, [y1, z3], y3, . . . , ym]
+ z2[y1, z3, z1, y2, y3, . . . , ym]
= z1z2[y1, z3, y2, . . . , ym] + z2[y1, z3, z1, y2, y3, . . . , ym],
and we are done. 
Lemma 5.15. The following polynomial belongs to I :
z1z2[z3, z4, y1, . . . , ym] + z2[z3, z4, z1, y1, . . . , ym].
Proof. Note that the commutator [z3, z4, y1] is a symmetric element. Hence by Lemma 5.13,
the identities (ii), and (3) of Remark 5.4, we obtain that the following equality holds modulo the
ideal I :
0 = z1z2[z3, z4, y1, . . . , ym] − z2[y2, z1, [z3, z4, y1], y3, . . . , ym]
+ z2[z3, z4, y1, z1, y2, . . . , ym]
= z1z2[z3, z4, y1, . . . , ym] + z2[z3, z4, z1, y1, y2, . . . , ym]. 
Now we define S3-standardness for the polynomials of Γm,n(I ), when m > 1 and n > 0.
Definition 5.16. A polynomial f ∈ Γm,n(I ), m > 1, n > 0, belongs to the subset S3 ⊂ S2 if it is
of one of the following types:
(i) [xj1 , xj2, . . . , xjd ];
(ii) zi[xj1 , xj2, . . . , xjd−1] where zi < xj1 ;
(iii) [xj1 , xj2, . . . , xjd−2][yk1 , z1].
Recall that we require that the variables in the commutators above satisfy the inequalities xj1 >
xj2 < xj3 < · · ·, and that in the third type xj1 > yk1 , xj2 > z1.
Proposition 5.17. The vector space Γm,n(I ), m > 1, n > 0, is spanned by the S3-standard poly-
nomials.
Proof. We shall prove that every polynomial in S2 can be rewritten as a linear combination of
polynomials from S3, modulo the ideal I .
First we note that if a product of two commutators is S2-standard then it has the variable z1 as
its last entry of the last commutator.
We consider now an element f ∈ S2 of the type
f = zi1 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs ][xk1 , xk2]
where r > 0 and the variables satisfy the conditions from Definition 5.7.
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xk2 = z1.
Proof of the Claim. The only case to be considered is when zi1 = z1. In this case, by using the
identity (2) of Remark 5.4, (v), and Lemma 5.3, we have that
f = −zi2 · · · zir [xj1 , . . . , xjs ][xk1 , xk2, z1]
= zi2 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs ][xk2 , z1, xk1] − zi2 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs ][xk1 , z1, xk2].
Now applying Lemma 5.5 we obtain
f = zi2 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs , xk1 ][xk2 , z1] − zi2 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs , xk2][xk1 , z1].
Since xj1 > xk1 > xk2 we can rearrange the variables in the first commutators in order to obtains
S2-standard polynomials and the claim holds. Recall that while rearranging the variables after
the second position in a commutator, we get a third commutator and the corresponding element
must vanish due to Lemma 5.2, see also Remark 5.4.
Let us consider the polynomial f = zi2 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs , xk2][xk1 , z1]. Suppose that
xk1 = zk1 . Then in both cases, r = 0 and r > 0, the polynomial f can be written as follows:
f = ±zi1 · · · zir zk1z1[xj1 , . . . , xjs ] ∓ zi1 · · · zir z1zk1 [xj1 , . . . , xjs ]
where the variables z that precede the commutators may possibly be out of order. Therefore in
order to prove the proposition, it suffices to show that every polynomial of the types:
(1) zi1 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs ][yk, z1];
(2) zi1 · · · zir [xj1, . . . , xjs ]
is a linear combination of S3-standard polynomials. Here the polynomial in (1) is S2-standard; in
that in (2), the variables of the monomial zi1 · · · zir are not necessarily ordered. In the first case we
move the variables from the monomial zi1 · · · zir to the first commutator, using the identity (v).
More precisely we have that, modulo I , the polynomial f of type (1) equals
f = (−1)r [xj1 , . . . , xjs , zir , . . . , zi1][yk, z1].
By identity (2) of Remark 5.4 we obtain that
f = (−1)r [xj1, xj2, xl1, . . . , xlt ][yk, z1]
where xl1 < · · · < xlt . If xj2 < xl1 we are done. Otherwise we use the Jacobi identity and once
again the identity (2) of Remark 5.4. Therefore the polynomials of type (1) have the required
form.
Let f be a polynomial of type (2). In case there is only one variable z in f = zi1 · · · zir [xj1,
. . . , xjs ] then f must be already S3-standard. Otherwise using Lemma 5.13, we may assume that
xj2 = zj2 . Then by means of repeated using of Lemmas 5.14, 5.15, we obtain that modulo I
f = (−1)r−1zir [xj1, zj2 , zir−1 , . . . , zi1 , xj3, . . . , xjs ].
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identity (3) of Remark 5.4 and write
f = (−1)r−1zir [xj1, zj2 , xl1, . . . , xlt ]
where xl1 < · · · < xlt . If zj2 > xl1 then as above we can write f as a linear combination of
polynomials of the type
g = zir [xj1, xp1, . . . , xpt+1 ]
where xj1 > xp1 < · · · < xpt+1 . If zir < xj1 then g is S3-standard. Otherwise xj1 = zj1 and we
apply Lemma 5.11 in order to complete the proof. 
Finally we deal with the vector space Γ1,n(I ) of the Y -proper polynomials that contain only
one symmetric variable y. It turns out that the approach chosen above does not work very well in
this situation. Hence we were forced to follow a different one. It is evident that every Y -proper
multilinear polynomial in Γ1,n(I ) can be written as a linear combination of polynomials of type
zi1 · · · zir [y, zj ]zk1 · · · zks
where r , s  0. We call such generators T1-standard and denote by T1 the set formed by them.
Definition 5.18. A T1-standard polynomial is called T2-standard if it is of one of the following
types:
(i) z1 · · · ẑj · · · zn[y, zj ], j = 1, 2, . . . , n;
(ii) [y, zj ]z1 · · · ẑj · · · zn, j = 1, 2, . . . , n;
(iii) z1 · · · ẑj · · · zn−1[y, zj ]zn, j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1;
(iv) z1 · · · ẑi · · · ẑj · · · znzi[y, zj ], 1 i < j  n − 1.
Here the hat over a variable means that the corresponding variable is missing from the expression.
We denote by T2 ⊂ T1 the subset of these polynomials.
Remark 5.19. Note that from the identity (v) it follows that modulo I one has:
xσ(1) · · ·xσ(i)zj [xa, xb] = x1 · · ·xizj [xa, xb];
[xa, xb]zj xσ(1) · · ·xσ(i) = [xa, xb]zj x1 · · ·xi.
Proposition 5.20. The T2-standard polynomials span the vector space Γ1,n(I ).
Proof. First we consider the T1-standard polynomial f = [y, zj ]zk1 · · · zkn−1 . According to Re-
mark 5.19 we obtain that f = [y, zj ]zk1zl2 · · · zln−1 where one has l2 < · · · < ln−1. If k1 < l2
then f is already T2-standard. Otherwise when k1 > l2 we write
f = [y, zj ]zl2zk1zl3 · · · zln−1 − [y, zj ][zl2zk1 ]zl3 · · · zln−1 .
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the identities (ii) and Lemma 5.3, the second summand can be expressed as a linear combination
of polynomials of the form
g = zi1 · · · zin−1[y, zj ].
Therefore we consider the polynomials of the form g. Obviously we may assume that i1 < · · · <
in−2. If furthermore in−2 < in−1, or in−2 = n then the polynomial g is already T2-standard. So
let in−2 > in−1 and in−2 = n. Then we have j = n and in−2 = n− 1. Denote in−1 = i. Using the
identity (2) of Lemma 5.10 we obtain
g = w(zizn−1[y, zn] + zi[y, zn−1]zn − zn−1[y, zi]zn)
where w = zi1 · · · zin−3 .
If n = 3, we are done. Else, observe that by Remark 5.19, wzizn−1[y, zn] = z1 · · · zn−1[y, zn].
Moreover, the third summand of the right-hand side above is already T2-standard.
Thus we are left with the polynomial h = wzi[y, zn−1]zn where i < n−2. Using Remark 5.19
and Lemma 5.3 we obtain
h = w′(zizn−2[y, zn−1]zn + [zn−2, zi][y, zn−1]zn)
= w′(zizn−2[y, zn−1]zn − zn[zn−2, zi][y, zn−1])
= w′(zizn−2[y, zn−1]zn − zn−2znzi[y, zn−1] + ziznzn−2[y, zn−1]).
Here w′ = z1 · · · zˆi · · · zn−3.
Now we may assume that the polynomial w′zn−2znzi[y, zn−1] is already T2-standard. Ap-
plying Remark 5.19 to w′zizn−2[y, zn−1]zn and w′ziznzn−2[y, zn−1] we may assume that these
polynomials are also T2-standard.
Let f = zi1 · · · zir [y, zj ]zk1 · · · zks be a T1-standard polynomial such that r , s > 0. Applying
the identity (vi) we may assume that r = n− 2 and s = 1. Furthermore, as it was done above, we
may also suppose that i1 < · · · < in−3. Then using the identity (iv) we have
f = wzi[y, zj ]zk
where w = zi1 · · · zin−3 and i = in−2 < k. Suppose that f is not T2-standard. The first case we
consider is when j = n. By identity (2) of Lemma 5.10 we have that
f = w(znzi[y, zk] − zizn[y, zk] + zn[y, zi]zk).
By identity (iv) we have zn[y, zi]zk = zk[y, zi]zn modulo I . Therefore, we need only show how
to rewrite the polynomial g = wzk[y, zi]zn as a combination of T2-standard polynomials, in the
case when n > 3 and in−3 > k. In this case we have that
g = w′(zkzin−3[y, zi]zn + [zin−3 , zk][y, zi]zn)
where w′ = zi1 · · · zin−4 . The first summand here is already T2-standard, up to applying Re-
mark 5.19. Concerning the polynomial w′[zin−3 , zk][y, zi]zn we note that by Lemma 5.3 it is
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already been dealt with.
Now we turn to the case when f = wzi[y, zj ]zk with k = n and in−3 > i. Actually this last
case was done in the course of the latter argument.
So, when f is not T2-standard, the only case that remains to consider is when in−3 = n. We
have in it
f = w′(zizn[y, zj ]zk + [zn, zi][y, zj ]zk)= w′(zizk[y, zj ]zn − zk[zn, zi][y, zj ])
by applying the identities (iv) and Lemma 5.3. The result now follows from the above considered
cases. 
6. Computations with generic matrices
In this section we show that the elements from the canonical forms S3 and T2 are linearly
independent modulo the ∗-identities of A. In order to do this we need a convenient model for the
relatively free algebra in the variety of algebras with involution generated by A. Let ykij , z
k
ij be
commuting variables and consider the matrices
yk =
⎛⎝yk11 yk12 yk130 yk22 yk12
0 0 yk11
⎞⎠ , zk =
⎛⎝ zk11 zk12 00 0 −zk12
0 0 −zk11
⎞⎠ , k = 1,2, . . . .
Let D be the F -subalgebra of UT3(F [ykij , zkij ]) generated by these matrices. Then one defines
an involution ∗ on D in the usual manner. The matrices yk are symmetric while zk are skew-
symmetric with respect to ∗.
Lemma 6.1. The algebra D is isomorphic to the relatively free algebra in the variety of algebras
with involution generated by A.
Proof. The proof repeats verbatim the one for the generic matrix algebra and so we omit it. 
Now we compute the elements of the normal form S3 on the corresponding generic matrices.
All these computations are straightforward (but somewhat lengthy), therefore we give only the
final results. First we observe that
[zi1 , zi2] =
(
z
i1
11z
i2
12 − zi112zi211
)
(e12 − e23),
[yi1, zi2] =
((
y
i1
11 − yi122
)
z
i2
12 − yi112zi211
)
(e12 + e23) − 2
(
y
i1
12z
i2
12 + yi113zi211
)
e13,
[yi1, yi2] =
((
y
i1
11 − yi122
)
y
i2
12 − yi112
(
y
i2
11 − yi222
))
(e12 − e23).
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identities of A.
Proof. We compute in D. Suppose that f is a linear combination of S3-standard elements
that vanishes when evaluated on the generic matrices yi . Consider first the commutator v =
[yi1, yi2, . . . , yik ]. When k is even we have in D that
v = ((yi111 − yi122)yi212 − yi112(yi211 − yi222)) k∏
t=3
(
y
it
11 − yit22
)
(e12 − e23),
and when k is odd,
v = −((yi111 − yi122)yi212 − yi112(yi211 − yi222)) k−1∏
t=3
(
y
it
11 − yit22
)((
y
ik
11 − yik22
)
(e12 + e23) − 2yik12e13
)
.
Observe that in both cases there appear nonzero coefficients of e12 (and of e23 as well). If we have
a product of two commutators then the only nonzero coefficient may be that of e13. Hence we
can deal with each of these cases separately. If v is an S3-standard commutator we can recover it
uniquely by looking at the right-hand side of the corresponding equality above. Namely we deter-
mine the first two variables of v since only these contribute with entries yi12 as coefficients of e12,
and then the rest of the variables must be ordered uniquely in accordance to the S3-standardness.
Therefore we have a one-to-one correspondence between the set of S3-standard commutators and
the polynomials of F [ypij ] that are (1, 2)-entry of the evaluation of the commutators in D. Note
that these polynomial in commuting variables have all different leading monomials in a suitable
ordering.
One deals with the product of two commutators in a similar way. Write v = α(e12 ± e23) +
βe13 where α = 0 but β might be 0. If w = [yj1, yj2] and the product vw is S3-standard then one
gets that
vw = −α((yj111 − yj122)yj212 − yj112(yj211 − yj222))e13.
Now the coefficient of e13 is a polynomial from F [ypij ] that is represented as a product of ir-
reducible polynomials. By each of the quadratic factors we can recover the pairs (i1, i2) and
(j1, j2) and using the S3-standardness we determine uniquely the commutators v and w. Again
it remains defined a one-to-one correspondence between the set of S3-standard products of two
commutators and a set of linear independent polynomials in commuting variables. This proves
the lemma. 
Lemma 6.3. The S3-standard polynomials in Γ0,n are linearly independent modulo the ∗-
identities of A.
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nonzero coefficient of e11. Now, let v = [zi1, zi2 , . . . , zin] be a commutator containing only skew
symmetric variables. Then in D one has
v = (−1)n(zi111zi212 − zi112zi211) n∏
t=3
z
it
11(e12 − e23).
Furthermore, the element w = zi1[zj1 , zj2 , . . . , zjn−1] has the following evaluation in D:
w = (zj111zj212 − zj211zj112) n−1∏
s=3
z
js
11
(
z
i1
11e12 − zi112e13
)
.
Since these matrices have a nonzero entry in different positions we can deal with each of the
above three cases separately. Moreover, from the above formulas we recover uniquely the vari-
ables zi1 and zi2 in the commutator v; the rest of the z’s is determined by the S3-standardness.
For the polynomial w, from the coefficient of e12 we recover j1 and j2, and afterwards from the
one of e13 we determine i1. Thus the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Lemma 6.4. The S3-standard polynomials in Γm,n, m > 1, n > 0, are linearly independent mod-
ulo the ∗-identities of A.
Proof. The computations are rather similar to the ones in the two previous lemmas but here we
have quite a few cases to consider. We recall that according to Definition 5.16, an S3-standard
polynomial in Γm,n is either a single commutator v or the product vw of two of them or else
the product zhv of a single skew-symmetric variables and a commutator. Note that the entry in
the position (2,3) of the evaluation of the commutator v in D is not zero and the corresponding
entry is zero for the other S3-standard polynomials. Now we can deal separately with the case of
a single commutator.
Clearly v is either of the form v = [zi1, zi2 , . . . , zin , yj1 , . . . , yjm], or of the form v =[yj1, zi1 , . . . , zin , yj2, . . . , yjm]. Since v is S3-standard, it is uniquely determined once given its
first variable. Now, computing in D, for the first case if m is even we have
v = (−1)n(zi111zi212 − zi112zi211) n∏
t=3
z
it
11
m∏
s=1
(
y
js
11 − yjs22
)
(e12 − e23),
and for m odd, respectively
v = (−1)n−1(zi111zi212 − zi112zi211) n∏
t=3
z
it
11
m−1∏
s=1
(
y
js
11 − yjs22
)((
y
jm
11 − yjm22
)
(e12 + e23) − 2yjm12 e13
)
.
Analogously, in the second case, when m is even we obtain
v = (−1)n((yj111 − yj122)zi112 − yj112zi111) n∏ zis11 m∏(yjt11 − yjt22)(e12 − e23),
s=2 t=2
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v = (−1)n−1((yj111 − yj122)zi112 − yj112zi111) n∏
s=2
z
is
11
m−1∏
t=2
(
y
jt
11 − yjt22
)((
y
jm
11 − yjm22
)
(e12 + e23) − 2yjm12 e13
)
.
In all cases the first variable of the commutator v can be recovered by the polynomial that ap-
pears as coefficient of e12. We note that in all cases the commutators v are skew-symmetric or
symmetric elements.
Notice that for the product of two commutators vw the only nonzero entry of the evaluation in
D is the one in position (1,3). Since the evaluation of the product zhv has a nonzero coefficient
of e12 we can consider each of these cases separately.
We start with the product zh[xj1, xj2, . . . , xjd ] = zhv. Here v stands for some among the four
commutators above, or further v may be a commutator in the variables y only.
Let v = α(e12 − e23) be the first of these commutators, and let v′ = β(e12 − e23) be the third
of them, α, β being nonzero. Then zhv = zh11αe12 − zh12αe13, and analogously zhv′ = zh11βe12 −
zh12βe13. Thus in both cases, dividing the coefficients of e12 and e23 we determine zh, and then
proceed as above.
The case when v and v′ are commutators respectively of the second and of the fourth type
considered in this proof, is rather similar. Write
v = α(yjm11 − yjm22 )(e12 + e23) − 2αyjm12 e13; v′ = β(yjm11 − yjm22 )(e12 + e23) − 2βyjm12 e13
and then compute the products zhv and zhv′
zhv = zh11α
(
y
jm
11 − yjm22
)
e12 + α
(−2zh11yjm12 + zh12(yjm11 − yjm22 ))e13;
zhv
′ = zh11β
(
y
jm
11 − yjm22
)
e12 + β
(−2zh11yjm12 + zh12(yjm11 − yjm22 ))e13.
Once more we divide the coefficients of e12 and of e13 and thus determine zh, and then we
continue in the known manner.
The element zhv where v is a commutator in the letters y only is dealt in the same way by
using the formulas from the proof of Lemma 6.2.
The last case to consider is the product of two commutators vw. Note that necessarily w =
[yk1, zk2 ]. (If we have w = [yk1 , yk2] then according to the S3-standardness all variables in v must
be y and this was done in Lemma 6.2.)
Let v = [yj1, yj2, . . . , yjs ] When s is even we have v = α(e12 − e23) and vw = α((yk111 −
y
k1
22)z
k2
12 − yk112zk211)e13, here the coefficient α was computed in Lemma 6.2. If s is odd then v =
β((y
k1
11 − yk122)zk212 − yk112zk211)e13. As in Lemma 6.2, by looking at the quadratic irreducible factors
of the coefficient of e13 we recover k1, and then once again as in Lemma 6.2 we determine the
correct order of the variables in v.
There is only one S3-standard element of the form [yj1, zi1, . . . , zis ][yk1 , zk2 ]. So the only
remaining case is when v = [yj1, zi1, . . . , zik , yj2 , . . . , yjl ] and w = [yp1, zp2 ]. Then we use the
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above. 
Lemma 6.5. The T2-standard elements in Γ1,n are linearly independent modulo the ∗-identities
of A.
Proof. Let v = [y, zj ], then in D we have e13v = ve13 = 0. We compute first the product
z1z2 · · · zk . We have
z1z2 · · · zk =
k∏
s=1
zs11
(
e11 + (−1)ke33
)+ k−1∏
s=1
zs11z
k
12e12 + (−1)kz112
k∏
s=2
zs11e23 + αe13
for some nonzero polynomial α.
Note that the polynomials z1 · · · zˆj · · · zn[y, zj ] and z1 · · · zˆi · · · zˆj · · · znzi[y, zj ] have zero
coefficient of e23 in D since the matrices corresponding to the variables z have zero entry
in position (2,2), and [y, zj ] has zero entries on the main diagonal. For the same reasons
[y, zj ]z1 · · · zˆj · · · zn has zero coefficient for e12. Therefore z1 · · · zˆj · · · zn−1[y, zj ]zn has non-
zero entry only in position (1,3). It follows that we can deal with these three cases separately.
If w = [y, zj ]z1 · · · zˆj · · · zn then
w = (−1)n−1
((
(y11 − y22)zj12 − y12zj11
) n∏
s=1
zs11e23
+
((
(y11 − y22)zj12 − y12zj11
)
z112
n∏
s=2
zs11 − 2
(
y12z
j
12 + y13zj11
) n∏
s=1
zs11
)
e13
)
.
Here in all the products the index s ranges over the indicated segment and s = j . The coefficient
of e23 determines the index j since the only entry zs12 that appears in it is when s = j . In the
same way we may argue for the case j = n.
Let w = z1 · · · zˆj · · · zn−1[y, zj ]zn, then
w = −
(
n−1∏
s=1
zs11
(
(y11 − y22)zj12 − y12zj11
)
zn12 − 2
n−1∏
s=1
zs11
(
y12z
j
12 + y13zj11
)
zn11
+
n−2∏
s=1
zs11z
n−1
12
(
(y11 − y22)zj12 − y12zj11
)
zn11
)
e13.
Here for the index s we require s = j . The entries of the type z12 are only zj12 and zn12. Hence
one recovers uniquely j . We leave to the reader the small modifications that are to be done when
j = n − 1.
Consider now w = z1 · · · zˆj · · · zn[y, zj ] and w′ = z1 · · · zˆi · · · zˆk · · · znzi[y, zk]. By evaluating
the polynomials in D we obtain:
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n∏
s=1
zs11
(
(y11 − y22)zj12 − y12zj11
)
e12
+
(
−2
n∏
s=1
zs11
(
y12z
j
12 + y13zj11
)+ n−1∏
s=1
zs11z
n
12
(
(y11 − y22)zj12 − y12zj11
))
e13,
w′ =
n∏
s=1
zs11z
i
11
(
(y11 − y22)zk12 − y12zk11
)
e12
+
(
−2
n∏
s=1
zs11z
i
11
(
y12z
k
12 + y13zk11
)+ n∏
s=1
zs11z
i
12
(
(y11 − y22)zk12 − y12zk11
))
e13
where in the first formula the index s does not assume value j and in the second one it does not
assume the values i, k. From the coefficient of e12 we determine zj and zk for the polynomials
w and w′ respectively. Moreover, if j = k (hence j = n) we may distinguish the polynomials w
and w′ by considering which of the variables zn12 or z
i
12 occurs in the coefficient of e13 and we
are done. 
We recall that in the case of characteristic zero any T (∗)-ideal in the free algebra with involu-
tion is completely determined by its Y -proper multilinear components. Then, by Propositions 5.8,
5.12, 5.17, 5.20 and the lemmas of the present section we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6.6. Let F be a field of characteristic zero and UT3 = UT3(F ). The ideal T (UT3,∗) is
generated as T (∗)-ideal by the identities (i)–(vi) of Proposition 5.1. A linear basis of the space
of the Y -proper multilinear polynomials Γm,n(UT3,∗) is given by the T2-standard polynomials
when m = 1, n > 0, and by the S3-standard polynomials otherwise.
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